Achievement of polariton condensation in semiconductor microcavities [1, 2] has opened the way to the study of new fascinating phenomena related to the behaviour of non-equilibrium Bose particles in the quantum limit. Although, due to the very short cavity lifetime, thermal equilibrium is not easily reached and polariton particles dwell in the condensed state only a few picoseconds, the very rapid emission rate allows the observation of fast dynamics of quantum behaviours of these quasiparticles in their condense state.
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To allow observation of the polariton dynamics over a relatively large amount of time, we have made use of a combination of a continuouswave (CW) pump and a picosecond-pulse probe to trigger an optical parametric scattering process (TOPO) in the desired state along the polariton dispersion. In this way, using ultrafast detectors, it is possible to follow the dynamics of coherent collective polariton states for hundreds of picoseconds.
A very intriguing behaviour of the elementary excitations of the signal polaritons, created by resonantly exciting on the lower branch, is the strong decrease of the damping rate when approaching from below the threshold power for the stimulated parametric scattering [3] . Probing the perturbation of an optical parametric oscillator in the microcavity, we are able to observe a slowing down of the dynamics of the signal elementary excitations by more than three orders of magnitude with respect to the empty cavity lifetime, which can be considered as an indication of the appearance of a Goldstone mode [4] .
In figure 1 we make use of a particular configuration of the TOPO scheme to obtain real space images of the signal polariton running at 0.9 µm/ps against a natural point defect in the microcavity. In this example several features of the peculiar nature of the polariton fluids can be revealed. In particular, we observe the polariton wavepacket passing through the obstacle without scattering, proving a property inherent of superfluid currents, while accompanied by a motion without diffusion [5] . The latter originates from the renormalized dispersion, which becomes linear around the signal.
Using a similar technique, we also report the first observation of a polariton condensate receiving a quantised angular momentum by means of a short optical pulse and maintaining its rotation for a time much longer than both the pulse duration and the polariton lifetime. This observation shows a peculiar character of polariton condensates which strengthen the analogy with supercurrents in superconductors or persistent flow in atomic BEC. Fig. 1 Real space snapshot of the polariton wavepacket after the arrival of the laser pulse. The wavepacket passes through the defect without being scattered and continue its trajectory. The position of the defect is marked with a white dot. The image is intensity normalized and plot in a linear colour scale.
